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Plain Language Scanning 

VisibleThread can help you: 

• Comply with the US Plain Writing Act of 2010 

• Improve customer service / citizen compliance 

• Lower costs, reduce calls and follow-up communication 

• Eliminate missunderstandings leading to litigation 

VisibleThread automatically pinpoints complex, difficult to understand 

language within websites and documents. 

For government agencies, the result is; massive time savings, crystal clear 

communications to citizens, and metrics that demonstrate ‘plain writing’ 

compliance. 

How it works – Scan Websites & Documents 

VisibleThread analyzes documents (MS Word, Excel, PDF) and websites. 

  

Just upload any PDF, Word or Excel document, or enter your website URL. 
VisibleThread immediately pinpoints wordy, complex and risky language 
within your document and website content. 

Plain Language metrics include; readability, passive language, average 
sentence length, hidden verbs and long sentence density. These are some 
of the most critical measures that drive clear, compliant content. 

Adopting VisibleThread means you can analyze dozens of documents and 
websites in minutes. You then prioritize poor content for edits. This 
eliminates hours of manual effort & focuses effort on the most critical 
content. 

 

What they say 

 

“In addition to providing a useful 

analysis of the general clarity of 

multiple documents (word and pdfs), 

VisibleThread’s ability to run website 

scans allows it to assess the clarity of 

entire websites.” 

- Annetta Cheek 

Chairperson, Center for Plain Language 
 

 

 

 “Consumers visit websites to 

complete tasks, complex language is 

a major barrier. The VisibleThread 

Plain Language Index & Report 

Cards provide detailed metrics to 

improve the clarity of websites. For 

agencies looking to improve 

communication, this is a huge time 

saver.” 

- Terry Golesworthy 

President, The Customer Respect Group 

 

 
 

 

Key Benefits 
 

 Reduce review time and manual 

effort 

 Comply with the ‘Plain Writing Act 

of 2010’ 

 Reduce call center costs with 

clearer instructions to citizens 
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Detailed Reports 

VisibleThread uses natural language processing to pin point clear writing 

issues. No configuration is required. Clear guidance is provided to resolve 

language violations. 

 

It brings defects to the user’s attention through highly intuitive visual 

displays. Rich color-coding pinpoint exact areas requiring attention. 

The solution also allows scanning for dictionaries of complex words and 

phrases. These can be customized to suit specific agency needs, such as 

financial services, legal etc.  Reviewers quickly identify issues and 

discussion threads facilitate group collaboration. 

VisibleThread analyses Microsoft Word (.doc /.docx), Microsoft Excel and 

PDFs directly. As such, you don’t need to spend any time copying/pasting 

content for analysis. 

Contact us to learn more 

To learn how VisibleThread will help make your review process more 

efficient and satisfy compliance demands, view our online demos at: 

http://www.visiblethread.com/products/demo/ or contact us for a live demo. 

 

 

 

 

At a Glance 

 Dashboard displays Plain 

Language metrics. 

 Analysis of PDFs, MS Word, 

Excel docs & websites. 

 Multiple websites can be 

benchmarked. 

 Metrics include: passive voice, 

long-sentences, hidden verbs & 

readability. 

 

 

Upload Microsoft Office 

(Word and Excel) & PDF 

docs for instant analysis. 

 

 

Provide insight into poor 

quality language in docs and 

websites with web-based 

dashboard and excel reports. 

 

 

 

Contacts 
VisibleThread North America 

1101 E. 33rd Street 

3rd Floor, Suite #C300 

Baltimore, MD 21218 

(443) 451 7005 

 

VisibleThread Ireland 

5-7 Westland Square 

Pearse Street 

Dublin 2 

Ireland 


